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What is an inelastic collision?
An inelastic collision is when the internal kinetic energy is not conserved, or changes

● Internal Kinetic Energy is the sum of the kinetic energies of the objects in the 
system



Perfectly Inelastic Collisions
A collision in which the objects stick together would be a perfect inelastic collision

● It reduces internal kinetic energy more than any other type of inelastic collision
● Reduces internal kinetic energy to its minimum while still conserving 

momentum



Releasing stored energy
An inelastic collision can also release stored potential energy.



Example

An ice hockey goalie catches a hockey puck and recoils backwards. The initial kinetic 
energy of the puck is almost entirely converted to thermal energy and sound in this 
inelastic collision.



Find the recoil velocity of a 70.0 kg ice hockey goalie, originally at rest, who catches 
a 0.150 kg hockey puck slapped at him at a velocity of 35.0 m/s



Momentum is conserved because the net external force on the puck-goalie system is 
zero
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Because the goalie is initially at rest, we know v
2

= 0 

Because the goalie catches the puck, the final velocities are equal
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HW Question 16
What is an inelastic collision? What is a perfectly inelastic collision?

An inelastic collision is when two objects collide and the internal kinetic energy is 
not conserved.   A perfectly inelastic collision is when the two objects stick together 
after the collision.





HW Problem 31 (a)



Parts b and c
(b) initial KE = ½mv² = ½ * 0.240kg * (3m/s)² = 1.08 J 

final KE = ½ * 0.24kg * (2.4m/s)² = 0.6912 J 

Lost KE = 0.389 J 

(c) 0.6912 * 100% / 1.08 = 64% 

(makes sense -- the speed is 80% of what it was, and the speed gets squared -- 

80%² = 64%



Problem 34



HW Problem 34
V=-1100 x 575 / (6 x 107) 

V= -.0014583 m/sec or -1.4583 mm/s

 



Problem 43



HW Problem 43
10*8 = (65 +10) V 

V = 80/75 

V = 1.067m/s



Problem 37



HW Problem 37



Problem 40 



HW Problem 40


